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Tape Fixing Options

Our Universal D-anserclip® fits all the major hoist 
models within the UK and European markets, 
allowing greater interchangeability between 
varying clip hoists. 
The safety “Click-on Click-off” action ensures a physical click is heard on 
the application of the spreader bar. All moving parts are internal to the 
clip ensuring greater durability during the lifetime of the patient sling.

Compatible for Stud Clip Hoists only.

Universal Clip
Codes: DA or CP

This unique, patented solution replaces the standard 
loops on patient transfer slings with a strong, 
durable, slotted webbing. Vibrant pick- up colours 
ensure the accuracy of application by caregivers.
The elimination of loops helps reduce risks associated with loops being 
caught in machinery (hoists or chairs) or creating a trip hazard when a  
sling is placed onto the floor.

The streamlined Silva-Safety Slots® ensure less bulk for those using in-situ 
slings where space is limited in wheelchairs and other seating options.

Compatible for Coat Hanger (Loop) Hoists only.

Silva-Safety Slots®
Codes: SSS

Popular loop fixing option for standard patient 
transfer slings.  Multiple colour coded internal loops 
offer maximum flexibility when positioning patients 
to a hoist. 
This ensures optimum accuracy of application for caregivers as the 
coloured positions can be recorded as part of a care plan for consistancy. 

Compatible for Coat Hanger (Loop) Hoists only.

Colour Coded Loops
Codes: LP

For further advice, please refer to our full ‘Sling & Hoist Compatibility 
Statement’ found HERE or at silvalea.com on our download page.
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